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Overview: a historical puzzle

▪ Arthur Stanley Eddington 

Outstanding astronomer 

Outstanding theorist

▪ Eddington and relativity

Key proponent of the general theory

Leading role in 1919 expedition

▪ Georges Lemaître

An expanding universe from relativity (1927)

Accounts for the redshifts of the nebulae      

▪ No impact

Model ignored at first by Eddington and others

Later accepted and redistributed (1930)
Why?



A historic moment (1930)

▪ RAS meeting (January)

Data conflict with Einstein, de Sitter models 

Should alternative cosmologies be considered?

▪ Report

de Sitter (The Observatory)

▪ Reaction from Georges Lemaître

Letter to Eddington

Reminder of Lemaître (1927) 

▪ Accepted by Eddington

Lemaître paper shared and cited

Republished in English in MNRAS (1931) A delayed paradigm shift



A witness to the puzzle

• McVittie recollection (1967)
Research student in Eddington group

“Eddington confessed that although he had seen

Lemaître’s paper in 1927 he had forgotten completely

about it until that moment”  QJRAS 8: 294-97

• Additional McVittie account  (1978)

Oral interview (DeVorkin) AIP

“I’m sure Lemaître must have sent me a reprint,

he’s just sent me another, but I’d forgotten about it”

• A historical puzzle

How did Eddington ‘forget’ Lemaître’s paper? 



Standard explanations

• Sociology of science

Status of researcher 

Status of journal
Language of journal

• Philosophy of science

Difficult concept

The transition to a new paradigm

• CO’R: don’t neglect the physics

(i) Mathematical complexity of (Lemaître 1927)

(ii) Data used in (Lemaître 1927)

Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence



Status of researcher

▪ Early career 
Engineering → physics (1918)

Talent in general relativity

▪ RA at Cambridge (1923)
Astronomy and cosmology (Eddington)

▪ RA at Cambridge MA (1924-5)

Astronomy at Harvard Observatory (Shapley)

PhD (GR) at MIT (Heymans) 

Exposure to work of Slipher and Hubble

▪ Lemaître (1925)

Static de Sitter model has a centre!

Homogeneous version not static
Early-career researcher of the front rank

1894-1966



Status of journal

National journal
Annales de la Société Scientifique de Bruxelles
Well-known; well-read?

Relevance of status?
Paper received by Eddington, Einstein and others

Subtle factor

More likely to read received paper in major journal

The language factor

Standard at the time

Was Eddington fluent in French?

Impact factor in second language  



The philosophical factor

▪ Einstein’s static universe 
‘A bottomless pit of speculation’  (1945)

▪ Einstein’s reaction to Friedman (1922)
Considered ‘suspicious’ (1922)
Mathematical correction; retracted (1923)

“To this a physical reality can hardly be ascribed”

▪ An important insight

Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence

▪ Reluctance towards time-varying cosmologies

Lanczos, Weyl, de Sitter, Tolman, Robertson (1920s)



Einstein  v Lemaître

▪ Lemaître meets Einstein 
Solvay Conference 1927

▪ Einstein’s reaction 
‘ Après quelques remarques techniques favorables, il conclut…
du point de vue physique cela lui paraissait tout à fait abominable’

▪ Discussion continued in taxi 

Einstein mentions similar model by Friedman

▪ Setback for Lemaître

No further work on cosmology (1927-30)

Einstein not au fait with astronomy?

(Lemaître 1958)



New factor (i): complexity  

Mathematical framework of GR 

Einstein’s struggle 1910-1915

Physicists doing cutting-edge mathematics

Mathematics of relativistic cosmology
Einstein’s static universe: unstable
Confusion over de Sitter’s universe

Friedman’s cosmology

Formally rejected by Einstein  (ZP)

Mathematical error on Einstein’s part

Lemaître’s cosmology

Connection with astronomy

Analysis similarly difficult to grasp at first sight? 





Derivations of   

eqs 2,3 and 4 

not shown!



Not an easy read !

Is R a constant or a 

variable in eq 18?



New factor (ii): data

Un univers de rayon croissant… 

Cosmos of expanding radius from GR

Accounts for the recession of the nebulae

Redshift/distance data for the nebulae
Redshifts from Slipher (Strömberg,1925)
Distances from Hubble 

How were the distance data established? 

Distance data from Hubble (1926)

Not established using Cepheid variables

Method of apparent magnitude

Many assumptions 
Log r = 0.2m +4.04

Later verified



Hubble’s paper of 1926  

Note caveats →



Data section of

Lemaître (1927)

Mean distance: 

large error



linear relation: 

assumed

mean redshift

mean distance



Lemaître (27) v Hubble (29)

Lemaître’s data (1927)
42 redshifts from Slipher (Strömberg 1925)

42 distances from Hubble (1926)

Most distances using apparent magnitude 

Mean redshift/mean distance = cosmic expansion rate

Hubble’s data (1929)
44 redshifts from Slipher

24 distances using Cepheid variables

22 distances using apparent magnitude

‘Roughly linear relation’

Most data points using involved stars

Important data point not shown

‘Preliminary data’: even more true of Lemaître (1927)



Supporting evidence 

• Lemaître (1927) republished in 1931  
English translation (MNRAS)

• Data section removed
No discussion of redshifts, distances

• Abridgements by Lemaître
Established by Mario Livio

• Explanation for removal  
‘Of no actual interest’

Preliminary data of 

Lemaître (1927) superseded!

“I send you a translation of the paper. 

I did not find it advisable to reprint the 

provisional discussion of radial velocities 

which is clearly of no actual interest, and 

also the geometrical one, which could be 

replaced by a small bibliography of 

ancient and new papers on the subject”

Letter to MNRAS



In conclusion..

• Lemaître (1927) 

Vanguard of theory 

Vanguard of observation 

• Overlooked at the time – why?

Sociological factors

Philosophical factors

• New: considerations of physics 

Complexity of analysis

Obs. data not well established 

An idea ahead of its time  Eddington: probably didn’t read paper!



Epilogue: Hubble’s Law 

H = 585 kms-1Mpc-1

Is there a redshift/distance relation for galaxies?

Motivation: establishing galactic distances 

Combine 24 nebular distances with redshifts

Redshifts from Slipher: not acknowledged

‘Approx linear relation’ (Hubble, 1929)

Some errors (Peacock)

Most important point not shown

An empirical relation

Nothing to do with cosmic expansion



Epilogue 

If redshifts represent velocities…

If effect is non-local ….

• Eddington (1930, 31)

On the instability of the Einstein universe

The Eddington-Lemaître model 

• de Sitter (1930, 31)
Further remarks on the expanding universe 

• Tolman (1930, 31) 

On the behaviour of non-static models 

• Einstein (1931, 32)

Friedmann-Einstein model λ = 0, k = 1

Einstein-deSitter model      λ = 0, k =0

Cosmology review of 1933



De Sitter effect and astronomy

Karl Wirtz (1922,24)

Redshifts of nebulae increasing with distance

Dispersal effect? v = 2200 – 1200 log (Dm)

Ludwik Silberstein (1924)

Relation between redshifts, distance, curvature

Δλ/λ = +/- r/R  (global clusters)

Knut Lundmark (1924,25)

Velocity against distance; clusters, nebulae

Gustav Strömberg (1925)

Vel/dist relation for globular clusters, nebulae?



The distances of the nebulae (1925,26)

Hooker telescope (Mt Wilson)
100-inch reflector (1917)

Edwin Hubble (1921)
Ambitious and dedicated astronomer

Resolved Cepheids in nebulae (1925)
Leavitt’s period-luminosity relation

Spirals beyond Milky Way (1925, 26)

End of the ‘Great Debate’         

Edwin  Hubble (1889-1953)



Paradigm shift or slow dawning?

Hubble/Slipher Empirical law for nebulae

Friedmann Time-varying solutions

Lemaître Theory and observation

Slow emergence of theory and evidence

Slow acceptance:  no upsurge of interest 1935-65

Obs: Parsons, Huggins, Leavitt, Shapley

Models I: Einstein, de Sitter, Weyl, Lanczos, Robertson

Models II: Einstein, de Sitter, Eddington, Tolman, Robertson



Lemaître’s universe (1927)

Redshifts of galaxies  =  cosmic expansion?

Rate of expansion from ave. distance and redshift 

H = 585 km/s/Mpc

Matter-filled U of increasing radius 

de Sitter model not static (1925)

New evolving solution : Einstein  →  deS

No beginning: indefinite age

Starts from Einstein universe at t = - ∞

Rejected by Einstein

An idea whose time had not yet come 

Fr Georges Lemaître

Not an empirical law

Edited in 1931 translation



The Einstein World 

Assume static universe (observation)

Non-zero, static, uniform density of matter 

Assume closed spatial curvature

To conform with the relativity of inertia

Solves problem of 𝑔𝜇𝜈 at infinity

New term necessary in GFE*

Allowed by relativity 

Needed for non-zero solution

Quantitative model of the universe 

Cosmic radius related to matter density 

Cosmic radius related to cosmological constant



The de Sitter universe

Alternate cosmic solution

A universe empty of matter (1917) 

Curvature of spacetime determined by cosmic constant  

Einstein’s reaction

Unrealistic; conflict with Mach’s principle 

Mathematically unsound? Singularity?

Interest from astronomers

Prediction of redshifts  

The Einstein-deSitter-Weyl-Klein debate

Static or non-static - a matter of co-ordinates? 

Willem de Sitter



The justification 

H = 585 kms-1Mpc-1

The Hubble-Humason graph  
Context of justification (1931)

Different methods

Redshifts by Humason

Distances by apparent magnitude

Acceptable in 1931

Justified by Hubble graph of 1929

Not acceptable in 1927?

Apparent magnitude method not established 



Act III    An expanding universe? (1930-)

Expansion of space?

• RAS meeting  (1930)

Eddington, de Sitter 

Redshift/distance relation of the nebulae

Static models don’t fit

New model required

• Letter from Lemaître

Reminds Eddington of his 1927 model

Eddington, de Sitter impressed

• Expansion of space? 

Considered by many theoreticians

If redshifts are velocities (Zwicky)

If effect is non-local 

Not accepted by astronomers (Hubble)





A historical puzzle 

▪ Georges Lemaître (1927)

Cosmos of expanding radius from GR

Accounts for the recession of the nebulae

▪ Distributed

Copy received by Eddington

Copies received by Einstein, others 

▪ No reaction

‘Set aside’ by Eddington

Not read or read and forgotten?

▪ Accepted in 1930

After Lemaître contacts Eddington



Comparison of Lemaître 1927 and Hubble 1929





Context: cosmology  (1917-30) 

The general theory of relativity 

A new theory of gravitation (Einstein 1915)  

The Einstein World (1917) 

Static, matter-filled universe 

Closed spatial curvature

The de Sitter model (1917)

‘Static', empty universe 

Closed spacetime curvature

Prediction of redshifts: connection with astronomy?

A cosmic debate

Einstein, de Sitter, Weyl, Klein, Lanczos



Context:  astronomy (1917-1930)

▪ Slipher’s study of light from spiral nebulae 

24-inch refractor at Lowell Observatory 

▪ Light from many spirals redshifted (1915, 17)

Doppler shift representing recession velocity?

▪ Outstanding puzzle in astronomy
Republished by Eddington in 1923

▪ A relation between redshift and distance? 
Silberstein, Wirtz, Lundmark, Strömberg

Nebular distances not known

Connection to cosmology?



Two astronomical advances

Edwin Hubble (Mt Wilson)
100-inch Hooker telescope 

Resolved Cepheid stars in nebulae (1925) 
Employed Leavitt method to measure distance

Spiral nebulae far beyond Milky Way!

A relation between redshift and distance?
Combine Slipher redshifts with nebular distances

The Hubble graph (1929)

A linear relation for the galaxies!

Most important data point not shown

Edwin  Hubble



Lemaitre (1927): data section  


